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Abstr|ct To chaxocterize the cardiac rhythm disordery The wavelet used is a quadratic spline function with
as long as QT syndrrome and large or frne QRS wave compact support [3], permitting the definition of lhe filters

(supra ventriculår tschycadia) we analyze ECG signal h and g.
with the help of scaling functions called wavelets. An
We used the representation given by Li et al.[4]:
algorithm based on wsvelet transfomr (WT's) suitable
for rreal time implementatiotr has been d€veloped in
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complex, P and T waves rnay be distinguished from t-'
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noises, baseline drifts or art€facts. This atgorithm t,
implemented in a DSP (spruc-1,100) with a 50 MHz
After the choice of the frlters and the sampling
frequency cloclc
frequency in order to cover the totality of the EcG signal
spectra, we injected a simulated signal. The filter outputs

INTRoDUCTION

are given in (Figure 1). For each wave it mrresponds a pair
of negative-positive peak.

Actually in ambulatory ECG devices the most important
task is the detection of the QRS complex. Once it has been
identified a more detailed examination of the ECG signal,
including the heart rate, the ST segment, etc. may be
performed.
Many techniques, mostly nonsyntactic, have been tested
for QRS detection ll,2).
Nevertheless, theses techniques mainly suffer from two
problems:

1. For different patients and sometimes for the same
patient but at different times, it has been found that the
bandwidth of the QRS complex may be different.

2. The bandwidth of the noise and the one of the QRS
complex overlap.
So, in this paper we propose an algorithm based on WT
which detects efficiently QRS complexes, P and T waves.
An architecture for its implementation in a DSP, in real
time environment, is presented and the results, in terms of
accuracy of detection, are discussed.

DETECTION METHOD
Wavelet Transform

(WI) of a signal f(x)

at a scale 2j

and at position x is defined by:
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The wavelet Q(x) is characterized by two discrete filters

h and g. The transfer function of the low pass filter H(*)
and the band pass filter G(*) are respectively:
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Figure 1. Outputs of FIR filtters
The detection algorithm of the QRS, P and T waves is
of the corresponding

based on the zero-crossing detection
wave peaks.

In our implementation, the three algorithms perform in
parallel (Figure 2). At each output filter Qi, we look for if
the t1 point corresponds to a zero-crossing transition of a
peaks pair, and if their amplitudes are greater than the
threshol{. In this case an impulse is generated. In order to

identify separately each wave by using the generated
impulse we must synchronize the five filter outputs. This is
obtained by using some calculated delays. So if we have
five simultaneous impulses at the five outputs we can

generate

by

means

of a logical AND device an

identification impulse of the R-wave. In the same manner
two simultaneous impulses on outputs 4 and 5 generate an
identification impulse of the T-wave. The P-wave is then
on the third step identified by an impulse on output 4 which
does not correspond to a QRS complex nor a T-wave.
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Figure 2. Detection system architecture

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ECG

The conventional method for the QRS, P and

T

waves

detection is based on the threshold method. With this
method, localisation and detection of P and T waves are
uneasy because of their small amplitudes in some ECG
signals. Indeed, being given the diversity of the ECG
shapes, a threshold adapted to every form of the ECG
signal would be necessary, which would complicate a little
more the detection algorithm. As shown on (Figure 3), the
results obtained with our algorithm and its implementation,
which is adaptive with any variations and forms of the P
and T waves, are very satisfactory.
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Figure 4. Example of instantaneous frequency
representation for ECG signal frequency variation.
CONCLUSION

This new approach in Real Time analysis of timevarying biomedical signals show the potentiality of the WT
to detect efficiently the characteristic points of a biomedical
signal in noisy environment. Our further research work will
be to measure R-T segment and to use WT technique for
Real Time processing of other time-varying biomedical

waves t
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signals.
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APPLICATION TO THE INTANTANEOUS CARDIAC
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
Besides the ECG waves forms detection it is possible to
perform the instantaneous cardiac frequency representation.

We use our previous results, R-R period, to build

the

instantaneous cardiac frequency curve ICF. The results of
such a determination are presented on (Figure 4) in the
typical case of varying cardiac frequency. ICF is very

useful to study the cardiac frequency evolution.
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